
EGO "dodgey is my middle name" TESTICALS RUN
 
Run 1815 @ EGOs backpackers Share house
 
VENUE: The sprawling "Childers" style backpackers resort / firetrap where EGO resides.
This place has many hashers guessing how many humans has he actually managed to stuff 
into smallest of cupboards.
 
TOY BOY was detailed off to give this weeks run report. Everyone expected the trail to be a shit fight and 
they were not to be disappointed. 
The runners were taken past both the neighbourhood Paedophile palace and the discount drug den. The trail
contained some very unique markings that EGO was forced to make up on the fly as he crossed and 
recrossed the trail from the previous wednesday. 2/10
SUELLEN also remarked on the strange markings that led us walkers to the dinosaurless dinosaur park. It 
was during the drink stop that we heard the alarming statement from EGO "Has anyone ever lost the runners
pack on a run before?" 2/10
 
Returnees, Visitors and Virgins: DICKHEAD2, MIXO, WEATHERMAN, BETTY BOOP, RAMBO, BIG BOY, 
SEXTOY and SOFT CENTRE
 
CHARGES. 
TUN, TUN Glorious TUN was dished out in galloons to the following:
MCTAF was charged for writing superior hash notes and is likely to win a record eighth Pulitzer prize at the 
end of the year.
EGO - worst trail markings EVER, HIDDEN FLAGON found himself on the wrong side of the fence at 
Jurassic world - twice, SCARLETT for stretching.
HOT LINKS for impersonating HOT LINKS and BETTY BOOP for destroying a perfectly reasonable charge
All the Dopey moles and Scanky Ho's then partook of the glorious Tun (as you do)
GERBILS was charged with failing to run himself over, GREASE NIPPLE was variously charged with 
excessive horn blowing and failing to look like the newly departed DOUBLE SHUFFLE. HIDDEN FLAGON 
was charged with TUN abuse as it was chilled to an almost palatable temperature
The multiple pulitzer prize winning MCTAF was wrongly accused of not fucking up the hash songs
The sartorially confused EGO was charged for not having enough alcohol content at the drink stop. 
WEATHER MAN was charged for not fucking up the last charge.

Charges were then OFFICIALLY closed ???? wotever. Wankers
As quick as a flash, all English hashers were charged on behalf of the English cricket team for losing to NZ
 
DATE DIVER is a big prick, QUITE FRANKLY is now the little prick
 
Well done to CRYING DICK for 60 runs, DICKHEAD2 for 370 runs, FISHFINGER for 80 runs, RAMBO for 
150 runs and SEX CHANGE for 390 runs.
Well done to RICHARD GEAR for surviving on planet earth for one more circumnavigation of the big ball of 
flaming gas.
 
And, for the benefit of SOFT CENTRE, I would like to acknowledge the efforts of the Saint Kilda Football 
Club for shattering the Demons hearts on Sunday.
In the end, the Nosh could have been anything? was it Kangaroo mince as eluded to by EGO? was it just 
mince? Where was the pumpkin soup, glowing or otherwise which we were all gagging for? Was the meal in 
fact as Jiz free as we would have liked?
 
Good health to you all, On On
 
NOTE: Whilst all efforts are made to maintain the highest standards of accuracy of the reporting 
contained herein; due to the origins of the source material available, not a single word can be 
guaranteed to actually resemble anything but a thin tissue of lies. (Ed) [Note Ed really means McTaf 
trying to deflect criticism.  The REAL MR ED]

IMPORTANT: This report remains the property of the Department of Floating ATM Machines and is subject to the jurisdiction of section 
69 of the Bad Taste Act 1969. If you have received this report in error, you are requested to get a life.


